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Abstract: Behavior study of the real system with help of their models, and their mathematical
models are in the research area already full accepted. Mathematical models are suitable form
for expression of knowledge about objects and events and together with computer techniques
they represent an effective tool for their using. Mathematical models reflect exact, general
valid nature laws. But such models are not always sufficient as the reality, which is naturally
not certain and more or less uncertain. These attributes become relevant in cases, when we
want to make model of a complex, stochastic, hard to describe and measurable system, what
of course Air Defence (AD) is. Then we can distinguish uncertainty as degree of recognition
of the system follows:
1. stochastic uncertain;
2. uncertain (conceptual uncertainty).
AD as surveyed system with many random elements and with the human activity could
be under constrained conditions called stochastic system. Without these conditions is AD to
complex, to hard to describe and it involves a human factor, it means it is uncertain. The
classical form of stochastic uncertainty representation is a mathematical statistics and theory
of likehood. The most often way how to describe the uncertainty is with help fuzzy set theory.
AD efficiency evaluation means
The basic problem in the military is arrived level of the military technique quality and
the forces armament. At the beginning was the weapon a human tool, now has human to
service to the weapon.
In the weapon or weapon systems this evaluation dominates over others so, that the
weapon temporal exposition is supposed relative short, and so the evaluation mean of the
weapon cannot be the exception of this rule. In this case is the quality the set of characteristics
qualified the weapon eligibility to fulfill the need corresponding to its purpose.

The weapon quality is then in our case understood as relative qualitative determination
from the pint of view of the things and events and is given by entirely used and socially
important values and specific characteristics.
Combat efficiency is conditioned basic characteristic of the weapon that is through
weapon combat possibility determined by rate of basic characters qualities, i.e. possibility to
work on adversary, possibility to command and control, weapon immunity and maneuvering.
Combat efficiency is conditioned by technical and economical utility of the weapon, which is
impossible to influence in user access to weapon. Nevertheless is herewith expressed the
dependence of weapon combat efficiency on technical functionality and credibility and
economical possibility of the weapon producer. Combat efficiency is property of weapon
demarcating her ability to destroy the target with acceptable (desired) probability depending
on probabilities his search, here efficiency and next factor falling under her definition frames
regarding to conditions of her using and task it which full of.
Thru the combat efficiency is possible to objective assess, for example:
- efficiency of the shooting or firing;
- means of the firing leading and control from the point of view efficiency behind their
comparison;
- influence of the technical and tactical characteristics of the weapon (combat
technique) and its using in the combat activity efficiency;
- forces ration and to assess the amount of the firing assets necessary to fulfilling of the
combat task.
Basic relation between combat efficiency, combat capabilities is possible to express as
the Fig 1 shows. The combat capabilities, as the basic input into the combat efficiency, they
express the possibilities of the weapon to fulfill the combat task with help of the qualitative
indicators.
It shows, that the combat efficiency is a qualitative and quantitative reflection of the
combat capabilities level on the any organizing level, if it is understood as the rate of the
system evaluation.
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Combat capability is the total qualitative and quantitative indicator describing the ability to
cover defended objects before in face of air adversary attack in a certain time and under
concrete conditions. Combat capabilities are not a constant value. Variability of the combat
capabilities is depending on the variety conditions. There are given for organizational
structures of the forces and they are influenced by:
- fulfillment and the ammunition type and combat technique;
- practice, moral and psychical state of the staff;
- technical level and organization of the command and control assets;
- survey possibilities and information distribution;
- the way of the combat activity leading in view of combat conditions;
- the ways of the adversary combat activity leading, possibilities and efficiency of its
assets against our air firing assets (AFA).

To the main decisive indicators of the combat capabilities belong:
- firing capabilities;
- survey possibilities;
- maneuver possibilities;
- rocketry and ammunition supply possibilities
-.
Firing potentialities represent ability of combat prepared Air Defence Systems and units
(troops, clusters) in destroying Under Device of Aerial Attack in a given time in arbitrary
conditions (depending on conditions) of combat action. Firing potentialities in entirety
determine possibility of units and clusters in creation of anti-aircraft (missile) combat system
and they are under operational possibility and possibility of protection.
Exploration chances represent capability of survey assets (which anti-aircraft weapon
systems and troops dispose) find out, identify and distinguish aerial objects with given
probability. They are given by principle of transmission, receiving and signal processing
about aerial object, TTD of survey assets. Practical potentialities of survey are affected by
environment (weather and above all terrain relief).

Chances of maneuver are characterized by mobility of firing assets, it is by capabilities
of their preparation into march position, by time of process, by time to deploy into combat
setup in firing area and fire preparation time. They are given by tactically-technical
parameters and may be affected by readiness of techniques, by level of staff skills and quality
of terrain.
Potentialities of supply missiles and ammunition represent possibility to create reserves
in assessment of ammunition and missiles number in firing position in determined time.
Potentialities depends above all on container capacity and potentialities of preparations
missiles by technical troops it is by productivity of the technical troops. Productivity of
technical troops means the number of ready missiles for supply firing assets behind time unit
and depends on work organization, level of staff training, missiles starting position and
on a number of technological lines
All these indicators of the combat capabilities are mutually closely connected, but all of
them describe any of their characteristic (capabilities) of the AFA, units, formations, clusters
and groupment to fulfill the combat task.
Combat efficiency indicators
To compare combat efficiency under different conditions, compare different ways of the
combat capabilities under parrying air-raid of different characters, are necessary criterion of
the combat efficiency evaluation.
Efficiency criterion are forms of quantitative expression of efficiency leading to explicit
numerical evaluation of possible or not expected level of the given task fulfilling.
In accordance to solved task can be number of criterion changed. To set only one
criterion to evaluate the AD efficiency is impossible. Many criterions can with their content
act against each other. Often the solution is given by compromise. It is clear that the possible
range of the efficiency evaluation can be in general large. To determine generally valid
methodology of efficiency evaluation means to create algorithm, whose size would be
extensive, so it could not be used in the praxis.
Appropriate criterion of the efficiency evaluation in AD
Numerical characteristics of the firing capabilities as a rule represent only quantitative
part of the more complex combat capabilities characteristics which has their own meaning on

the next indicators, which are describing the quality of the action file for the condition
ensuring of the successfully combat activity leading.
Results of the computation (modeling) of the firing capabilities numerical
characteristics cannot be understood as accurate result of the assumed real fight of the AD
groupment.
We are not able to describe or numerical express many AD assets features, of the
adversary but also defended objects. Thus we have to make them simply. The real meaning of
the firing capabilities evaluation lies in that we can investigate influence of the individual
factors on the combat using efficiency of the forces and groupment of the AD artillery, AD
rocketry forces and so the rate of their influence on the firing capabilities and then combat
efficiency.
The question is – which criterions of efficiency should be chosen for the praxis and
which methods can them determine, to ensure a rational decision to ensure optimal combat
efficiency of the AD system.
To have usable and objective efficiency criterion it has to fulfill following:
- numerical expression of the level of aim (task) accomplishment;
- to make possible resolution of the numerical values in depend on the amount and the
number of used assets and the manners of the combat activity both sides;
- it has to be possible to calculate it simple and it has to be so generally, that it allows
uniform combat efficiency evaluation and so comparison of different combat assets
and manners of combat activity;
- it has to be enough complex (if it is necessary) with consideration to possible highest
number of basic factors beside determination of the control condition;
Which criterion will be chosen depend on the type of mission1 (fulfilling of the combat
task) and on the evaluation subject.
Air defence leading is goal-directed, but more or less stochastic activity, its result, i.e.
destroying of the air adversary depends on many factors, which in this activity encroach.
Following points have influence on effect of the AD firing:
a) Own AD asset, which is used. Its usage is influenced by factors:
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- state of the technique, number of rocketry (ammunition);
- resistivity against disturbance;
- control and communication system, information ensuring about air objects;
- mobility;
- passive and active protection;
- training level of staff and so on.
b) Air adversary, who acts against defended object (and against our own AD asset). Air
adversary influences results of AD by:
- actuating on air defence asset, i.e. by disturbance, by firing actuation, dummy activity;
- flight characteristics;
- disposition time;
- tactics of the actuating against defended object.
c) Conditions of the combat activity, i.e. important environment and conditions, in which is
the air combat realized. Conditions of the combat activity have influence on the AD
activity, but also on the activity of the air adversary:
- weather, day and year time;
- quality of the firing position and terrain relief;
- characteristics of the defended object.
From the previous analysis we can see, that mentioned criterions (indicators) of the
combat (firing) capabilities concern only part of the characteristics of the AD technique
activity, air adversary and of the environment influence, thus it is necessary to use possible
most general criterion or a combination of more criterions.
In fine we can say, that the practical experiences show, that the most monitored result of
the combat activity is the result – probability of the task accomplishment as the basic criterion
of the combat efficiency. From this criterion derived criterions can be different mathematical
define with inclusion desired (supposed) influences. Withal is still valid the condition, that the
commander is able to interpret these criterions for the practical needs of the forces.

Efficiency criterion, appropriate for AD capabilities evaluation, which is more general,
i.e. it doesn’t include using of other criterions and at the same time best concerns the
influence of the factors on the firing result is the mathematical expectation.
If we consider, that the highest predicative value for the commander of AD unit (unit,
formation, cluster) has the AD efficiency in relation „defended object – AD system – air
adversary activity against the defended object“, i.e. expression of the defence possibilities,
then the mathematical expectation can became their indicators or the base for determination
following indicators:
- mathematical expectation of the losses caused to the air adversary;
- mathematical expectation of own losses (forces and assets);
- efficiency coefficient of the AD;
- index of the averted losses.
This mathematical expectation (as efficiency indicator) has to be outspreaded beside
determination of the defence possibilities to the other firing indicators in whose frame it is
realized. They are formed by:
- dimensions of the defended area (or the task fulfillment border);
- number of the shots (combat effort);
- firing area size.
We can say that the algoritmisation of the operational-technical tasks of the AD
combat command and control leaded by the forces and assets of the Air Forces is necessary
and complex. Problem can be solved with help of mathematics, at first by operational analysis
methods.
If there is not possible to mathematically describe the whole task, often it is possible
to determine at least mathematical well-founded criterions of the evaluation accuracy of the
requirement fulfillment solved in this task.
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